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Commercial Cleaning Products Must Be Evaluated Before Use

Too often, commercial cleaning products are developed and mass marketed with hopes
of making millions of dollars. However, during the development process, quite often, the desire
for monetary gain, can impede upon the end results, users seek, when relying on new
commercial cleaning products. After all, the new Unger Excella, is promoted as an effective and
easy way to clean floor surfaces and save money on floor cleaning chemicals. But after viewing
this video file, you be the judge on the effective cleaning of this innovative new tool:
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Yes, this replica of a Swiffer floor mop, is creative and can save a tremendous amount of
time filling up a bucket or water and moving that bucket around the room being mopped, as
you mop and step back to clean the entire floor surface. However, with a traditional mop and
bucket of water, you have the option of cleansing the mop and removing soil and dirt that
clings to the mop as you move back and forth on the floor surface. However, using the Unger
Excella, only seems to spread the dirt across the floor surface, and creates a build-up of dirt
that will need recleaning over and over again.
One sure way to make sure, your business saves time and money when investing in
cleaning products, is thinking logical about the products and their performance rate. Doing so
helps, you save money. After all, with a product like the Unger Excella, you will invest more
money continually purchasing the removal pads utilized on floor surfaces.
Whereas, using a traditional mop may seem tedious, and consume time and product.
But the traditional mop has been the chosen way to sanitize floor surfaces, since, American
inventor Jacob Howe received U.S patient #241, for a mop holder in 1837. Of course, this
invention took time to become popular, and reach a broad scale user base. Still, the initial
concept of utilizing a mop and bucket with water and chemical solutions, remains a key
component to maintaining effective floor cleaning around the world.
Thus, Allen Maintenance Corporation prides itself on sharing useful tips to educate
businesses about commercial cleaning tools. As well as tips that eases the way, you keep your
business environment clean. A great reason why, trusting Allen Maintenance Corporation, for
your, Metro Detroit, small and large commercial business cleaning needs, is invaluable.
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